**Protest draws 150**

(Continued from page 1) floor when the demonstrators arrived at his offices, agreed to speak after being assured that no one would assault him and all the members of his party would be allowed a passage through the crowd.

"We try to give a great deal of freedom to the unions," Wiener said. "I don’t act as a dictator in this institution—sometimes I wish I did. We have a lot of difficulty keeping power around here." When asked if he was in favor of strikes and a general strike, Wiener said, "I fought to stop it when you were in diapers."

Gray pointed out that "two years ago this was a newsflash. The sorts of issues that are important now just weren’t a matter of consideration then. Nothing’s a wonderful thing but it’s no substitute for freedom to the units," Wiesner said.

"I think it would be a bad mistake," said Wiener, "for us to solve one problem and destroy the basis for a national review process within the Institute. We would be acting in a very arbitrary manner. You might like it in this case, but you’d hate it in another." Gray noted, "We tried to find guidelines with the Khrushchev Committee over a year ago. Their efforts to find guidelines found difficulty with faculty receptions." Wiener said, "We don’t have rules to cover every possible situation — we just look them up in the rule book."

"I can’t tell you what I think I’m going to do when I don’t know what I’m going to do. I read everything I can get my hands on, talk to everyone — isn’t that right?"

"When we get through with making a mess, we’re prepared to debate it and discuss it with anyone."

*Registration Material for the 1976 Summer Session will be available Wednesday, April 21 at the Registrar’s Office, E19-335. The Registration Form must be filled in and returned to the Registrar’s Office by Wednesday, May 5.

*The Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science has scheduled a meeting for Course VI students to discuss admission to graduate school, graduate school financial aid and employment prospects for electrical engineers for E17-75.

*The MIT Concert Band, John Corley, conductor, will present its Juniors to discuss admission to graduate work is on the 30th floor when the demonstrators arrived. In its final dual meet of the spring season, the MIT outdoor track team smothered Worcester Poly 100-54 Saturday on the loser’s facility. The Engineers led up 11 individual firsts and captured both relays for their most impressive win in years.

Finishing 4-1, the thirteenth combined indoor and outdoor record improved to 10-3-1. The entire output of the three running teams (cross country and both track) became 18-7-1 for the 1975-76 school year.

Several individuals contributed outstanding performances for MIT. Rich Okine ’77 enjoyed his finest day of the season, taking the high hurdles, the 400 and 220 yard dashes, and anchoring the winning 440 yard relay team for 16’s points.

Sophomore high jumper Reid von Borstel completed an undefeated dual meet season in his event. A consistent 6’4” jumper, von Borstel tied the school outdoor record with his 6’5” leap against Bowdoin last week.

Having more trouble with the flu than with his opponents, senior co-captain Greg Hunter remained ailed in his specialty, the javelin. He should be ready to defend his ECAC title in this week. The season individual high scorer also won the shot put.

Finishing his senior year in style, Jim Banks captured the open 440 in 5.5 and led off both victorious relay teams. John Lunders ’77 continued his steady improvement in the hammer throw with his winning toss of 164”. Joe egg ’77 (800), Bill Heil ’79 (triple jump), and Ed Ingemie ’79 (pole vault) also turned in individual victories for the Engineers.

MIT athletes recorded several excellent non-winning efforts. Qualifying for the Easterns, junior Chris Perley sped to a personal best 5:57.08 in the 1500 meter run last weekend.

For further information about summer term course offerings, contact the Admissions Office, E19-335. T.

*By Dave Dobos*
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